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The irradiation of sulphur crystals and films with ułtraviolet light induces the change of transmission in the visible part of spectra. It was found
that these phenomena exist onły at low temperatures (4.2-50 K). The behaviour of optical transparency as a function of time after switching the
rumination off was investigated. These dependences are essentially different
for the films and crystals. In order to understand the origin of these phenomena the structural investigation was conducted. Very unusual behaviour
of darkening kinetics was obtained.
PACS numbers: 72.40.+w, 71.55.Gs, 78.50.Ge

In the recent years the interest in nonsilver photographic compounds has
grown rapidly due to the high expense of silver. But on today no compounds have
been found which would posess the high contrast in the low temperature range.
Experimental investigations of the photoinduced properties of phosphous
and arsenicum crystals have also been reported [1-3]. The additional absorption
under the ultraviolet light in crystal P and As is caused by the shift of energy gap.
The analogous measurements on the sulphur crystals were conducted by authors
in [4, 5] and in [6] with the use of X-rays. Despite the effort, very little is known
about the mechanism of the photoinduced changes in the nonsilver halides [7-10].
In this report we present an experimental investigation of the photoinduced
changes caused by UV-irradiation in sulphur crystals and films. The crystals belong to the space group D. The samples were prepared from natural minerals of
different quality. The quality was checked by the number of dislocations. The size
of crystal surface was 12 x 12 mm 2 and thickness near 5 mm. The films were evaporated on the quartz surfaces in vacuum near 10 -7 torr. The samples were mounted
in the helium cryostat made in the Institute of Ukrainian Physics. They were irradiated using focused UV-light with λ ≈ 331 nm. The transmission and reflection
spectra of samples were recorded using the Specord-M40 spectrophotometer. The
photostuctural changes and concentration of dislocations were registered using an
X-ray diffractometer.
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The transmission Τ(λ) spectra of the irradiated crystals from the time after
switching the irradiation off are plotted in Fig. la. The illumination was conducted
at the liquid helium temperature (Τ = 4.5 K) with light of 331 nm wavelength.
Then the crystals were kept in the darkness at room temperature. At the beginning
after the 30-minute irradiation changes of the crystal colour were not essentially
found. The colouration process developed then in the following way. After 10-15
hours of keeping of the crystals in the darkness on the surface of the crystals the
changes of transparency and colours (the browning) were clearly seen. This process
reached its maxima at approximately 22 hours after switching the illumination
off (the second and third curves in Fig. 1). The reversible processes occurred
very slowly. For example, the third curve shows the decrease of the transmission
24 hours after switching the irradiation off and the fifth curve — the reversible
increase 1000 hours after. Such long relaxation times can mean the great role of
submolecular aggregates, which are reoriented by the external optical perturbation
due to destroying of the chemical bonds within the S8 molecule. Reflection spectra
R(λ) near the band edge were measured simultaneously. Using the expression (1)
the absorption coefficients were calculated and they are plotted in Fig. 1b:

It is necessary to note the existence of photoinduced changes in reflection coefficients, too.
Using the hydrogen light sources without the filters tends to the similar effect.
At room temperature there were not any photostimulated changes. Therefore the
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changes of transparency were increased with the decrease of temperature to 77 K.
Disappearance of the browning took place with the increase of temperature up to
365 K. It is very interesting to notice that the change of transparency essentially
depends on the concentration of dislocations. The increase of dislocation numbers
tends to the decrease of corresponding phenomena.
The change of colour which appeared after the radiation was observed only in
the vicinity of 8ample surface ( ~ 1 μm). The little depth of this layer complicated
its investigations. The additional absorption arose from the near-surface layer.
For the more detailed investigation of the origin of this feature we carried
out the analogous study on the sulphur films. For obtaining information about the
stuctural changes we carried out X-ray diffraction measurements. Experimental
investigations showed that the sulphur film consists of two parts: rhombical crystalline and amorphous substance. The irradiation tends to the shift of the main
stuctural reflexes in α-crystalline phase on 8-10' with the accuracy of the re flexe
position determination near 2'.

The detailed microscopical investigations of the films indicated the occurring
of inhomogeneous surface under the UV-light radiation. Due to the thin thickness
of the films the transparence edge is shifted to the short-wavelength range (Fig. 2).
The observed changes are caused probably by distorted submolecular aggregates
created by light at helium temperature. The curves 1, 2, 3, 4, also as in the case
of crystals, go parallel one to another. The darkening rose in the first 30 minutes
after illumination.
From the conducted experimental and theoretical investigations one can propose the following origin of phenomena. The irradiation of samples with the light
of 331 nm wavelength (the quantum energy N 3.8 eV) tends to destroying of
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the chemical bonds within the S8 molecule (the minimal energy of bond within
the molecule is equal near 3.5 eV) and to reorientation of submolecular aggregates. The main role in the pecularities of the kinetics of colouration was played
by the local defects which create the metastable states within the band energy
gap. Due to the electron-phonon interaction the energy of these 1evels was shifted
what tends to the additional absorption and change of colours. Such assumption
was confirmed by the independent measurement of infrared transmission spectra
immediately after illumination [11].
The absorption coefficient of the α-S crystals (at 4.5 K) for λ = 331 nm is
about 5 x 10 3 cm -1 . The corresponding value at the room temperature is about
7 x 104 cm-1 [12, 13]. In the first case the UV-light (331 nm) penetrates the α-S
sample about 2 µm deep. The layer with the described change of colour is just
of the same thickness. In the second case the penetration depth is about 0.12 m
and therefore the corresponding effect is very small.
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